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Admissions marketers today could benefit from a warning often given to
investors: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Why? As British
statesman Benjamin Disraeli wrote, “Change is inevitable.” That trend has
become more pronounced in recent years with electronic media’s rapid
adoption and the evolution of social media. The views and actions of late
Millennials vary from those of early Millennials. Both they and their parents
handle the college search process differently in challenging economic times.
Today’s prospects are more ethnically diverse than the student population of just
a few years ago. Research finds, for example, that messaging and methods that
work with white Americans can perform poorly with Hispanics and Asians. In
addition, Student Search methods that rely on traditional offers may not achieve
the same conversion rates with prospects from these cultures. The psychological
principle that has driven Search conversion with White American students
has much less effect on Hispanics and Asiansa. This illustrates the importance
of customizing appeals to the audience. The question is: to what extent have
immigrants living in the U.S. become Americanized? How does this affect their
viewpoints?
Clearly, admissions marketing strategies developed for a different population in
different times may not produce the results enjoyed in prior years. Enrollment
managers need a new approach that can help them discern methods, messages
and communication channels that will move today’s prospective students and
parents.

Life belongs
to the living,
and he who lives
must be

Are surveys the answer?
For years admissions officials and recruiters have relied on traditional marketing
research, including focus groups and surveys. These can be helpful, but have
definite limitations. For instance, colleges may survey present students about the
factors that led to their college choice. This would seem a great way to determine
points that should be highlighted in this year’s marketing materials. But scientific
studies have shown that people often justify their decisions after the fact, coming
up with logical reasons that did not enter into their thinking when making their
selection. “Asking [people] to identify the factors that led to their product choice
doesn’t produce reliable results,” wrote renowned researcher and influence
expert Dr. Robert Cialdini.

prepared for

changes.”
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

People’s inability to accurately recognize their motives means that present
students will be able to relate their favorite features of your college. They will
not be able to tell you the key factors that caused them to enroll. Centering
admissions marketing efforts on survey findings is risky at best. Surveys can
identify institutional attributes students find particularly appealing. This research
method will help you find the target, not hit the bull’s-eye.

What about focus groups?
Focus groups are another mainstay of marketing research. But can enrollment
managers rely on their findings? Canadian sociologist William Boateng,
PhD held focus group discussions on an important topic. Then he privately
interviewed each group member shortly afterward to get their personal views on
the subject they had just discussed. The results were striking. When separated
from fellow members, participants voiced opinions that varied significantly from
those expressed by the focus group.b The highly respected textbook Marketing
Research (2010) put it this way: “A focus group is not an easy technique to
employ. Further, a poorly constructed or analyzed focus group can yield very
misleading results and waste a good deal of money… Responses in a group may
be “contaminated” by opinions of other group members.” Thus, focus group
results may not reflect the true opinions of group members, but the feelings of a
few dominant individuals.
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Another problem can arise when groups consider several questions or issues. “If
group participants have been highly critical of one thing, they may compensate
by being uncritical of the next.c” Therefore, focus group findings may not reveal
a picture that accurately illustrates members’ views, much less those of an entire
target student audience.

Do research findings predict behavior?
Focus groups and surveys can provide good places to start understanding
students who could potentially enroll at your institution. This research can
provide basic knowledge of the programs, extracurricular activities and other
features that matter to students at this time. Can their results accurately predict
who will enroll? No. In many cases they cannot.
Respected social psychologist and textbook author Dr. David Myers reports
that many studies have examined the relationship between beliefs, feelings and
actions. He sums up their results:
	How do our inner attitudes…relate to our external behavior? Although popular
wisdom stresses the impact of attitudes on behavior, in fact, attitudes are often
poor predictors of behaviors.d
Effective marketing communications can have a big impact on enrollment. But
it is clear that traditional research methods, which measure attitudes, can fall
short of predicting the types of messaging and communication channels that
will motivate your prospective students to action. If enrollment managers cannot
safely build marketing programs around research results, around what can they
build them?

The Test and Learn Method
Once basic research has identified potential institution features and messages
to highlight, these findings can be incorporated into print and electronic
communications. In addition, peer-reviewed social psychology research has
revealed a number of tactics that move different audiences to action. These
tactics and messages can be combined to form potentially effective campaign
elements.
But which of these tactics, and what statements will have the best effect on your
target audiences? It’s vitally important to test messaging and communication
strategies on the students you’re trying to recruit. Direct testing, using response
websites like PURLS (personalized URLs) can tell you early on in a campaign
which messages, techniques and channels are having the greatest effect.

“A poorly constructed
or analyzed

focus group
can yield
very misleading

results and
waste a
good deal of

money.”
– Marketing Research

Partnering with a firm that can provide well-conceived communiqués, eyecatching designs and effective, proven tactics using the right communication
channels is vital. But monitoring and accurately understanding campaign
analytics is just as important. Doing this regularly while the program is underway
permits electronic communications to be changed “on the fly.” Often, changing
communication channels or making small adjustments in messaging or tactics
can make a real difference. Approaches that have proved themselves in print or
email campaigns can form the basis of social media display ads and vice-versa.
A 2012 campaign for a university in New England showed just how well “on the
fly” adjustment can work.
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Test and Learn campaigns also provide enrollment managers with the exact
messaging, strategies and channels that motivated specific students to respond.
That information can be used to tailor future communications, substantially
increasing the chances for success. Does tailoring admissions communications
with pertinent information really help? The effectiveness of individualized
communications was clearly demonstrated in a controlled test of direct
mail tactics at the Rochester Institute of Technology . It found that relevant
customization more than doubled direct sales of a variety of products. Used at
the yield stage, it helped two universities in New England to significantly exceed
enrollment goals.
For more information on the Test and Learn Method and how it can help
institutions to optimize recruiting campaigns, please contact Jan Rimmel,
Director of Integrated Marketing Services at jrimmel@thealliedgrp.com.
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